Solutions for technology customers
at every stage of growth.

TECHNOLOGY

CNA provides relevant coverages that quickly respond to emerging technology risks.
Today’s tech companies face an ultra-competitive environment and must constantly innovate. They need an insurance partner they
can count on as they grow and evolve. At CNA, we’re dedicated to providing you the tools and resources you need to be the trusted
advisor to your technology clients and help them navigate their dynamic business environment.

Positioned at the Forefront of Innovation

A Local Expert with Access to Global Expertise

CNA’s technology team is backed by decades of direct industry
experience and the financial strength of an “A” rated carrier.
Whether your concerns are privacy, cloud computing or other
emerging risks, our dedicated professionals stay ahead of the
technology curve. We identify emerging trends and leverage our
expertise to develop the coverages and services your customers
need to respond to risks, now and into the future.

Our local experts work with you to be your single, go-to source
for technology industry knowledge and client insurance needs
— even into the international marketplace. They coordinate
coverages to protect against all of your technology customers’
risks, while eliminating coverage gaps and overlaps to help
protect independent brokers’ exposures as well. Our broad
portfolio includes the coverages critical for today’s tech business:

Flexible Solutions Spanning the Technology
Universe

•
•
•
•
•

CNA insures a wide variety of technology companies. We serve
companies in the software, programming, IT consulting, and
telecommunications space, to manufacturers and distributors
of electronics, instruments, communications equipment and
component parts, to content creators and providers. CNA
considers not just what the company does, but also for whom it
works, allowing us to write a broader range of businesses than
most other carriers in the marketplace.

Tech E&O
Property and General Liability
Media Liability
Information Risk
International

Start Building a Stronger Book of Business
Today.

Please contact your local branch or underwriter
Visit www.cnacanada.ca.
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